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ABSTRACT

This paper looks at the fundamental qualities of large reflector antennas that make them
vulnerable to interference, and reviews the recent trends toward passively and actively
placing deep nulls in the direction of unwanted signals. The basic limitations of adoptively
controlling the sidelobes of large reflector antennas are presented. The effectiveness of
cancelling sidelobes without disturbing the main beam is described and verified with
measurements taken during experiments at Harris’ facility.

INTRODUCTION

During the first decade of Satellite Communications, there were only a few satellites in any
particular band so interference between links was a secondary consideration. Maximum
gain was the main objective. The past few years have seen the number of satellites and our
dependency on them grow so fast that the links have become critical to commercial and
military operations. Threats to uninterrupted operation, seen in the near future from
friendly and unfriendly sources, are changing the design objective from optimum gain to
maximum isolation between the main beam sources and those in the sidelobes.

In recent years two forms of external isolation have become popular. The commercial
world, by imposing CCIR sidelobe recommendations on new antennas, bounded
interference between the user satellites and other earth stations. At the same time, the
military recognized that its potential interferers would not be as cooperative as the
commercial equivalents, so it encouraged research into adaptive (or sidelobe cancelling)
techniques (1) that increase the potential rejection of interferers far above what was
achievable through passive sidelobe control. Adaptive techniques are coming of age
because in the past two years the three services all initiated significant programs to change
their passive unprotected antennas into reasonably secure communications or telemetry
links (2) (3) (4) (5). Because of this activity, it is not difficult to see a trend in the design of



large aperture antennas that leads from the common unprotected aperture toward one that
is fully secure against reasonable interference. As sidelobe cancelling becomes
widespread, the techniques will inevitably be used on commercial antennas to allow closer
spacing of satellites and dense arrangements of common frequency antennas.

But there are a lot of problems to be resolved, particularly for wideband antennas. This
paper looks at some of the problems, but constrains its scope to the large aperture itself;
problems in the design of algorithms, processors, and weighting networks are discussed
elsewhere (6) (7).

THE SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

The main threat to an individual Telemetry or Satellite Communications antenna is
downlink interference where the interfering signal (whether intentional or unintentional) is
directed right at the target terminal. Since the amplitude of downlink interference is not
constrained by a satellite transponder and the long propagation path, the dynamic range of
the interferer can be enormous. In general, unfriendly downlink interference can be
expected to rely more on brute force power than sophisticated signal processing
techniques, so an adaptive antenna is an essential pre-filter for the network.

In order to understand the problem that an adaptive antenna must deal with, the form and
magnitude of the interference must be defined. The user must survey the network, the
propagation path profiles, the proximity to interfering sources, and the expected level of
the spurious radation. Where the interfering antenna’s orientation and radiated powers are
known, the threat is estimated by assuming the directive gain of the interfering antenna
follows the 32-25 log 2 envelope in the forward region and -10 dBi beyond 48E from
boresight. Once the interfering level is adjusted for space loss and the user’s antenna
response to off-axis signals, the amount of additional protection needed from an adaptive
network is easily computed. This required protection depends on the type of interferer, the
angle off boresight, the sensitivity of the system, etc., but varies from a minimum of about
10 dB for enhancing the isolation between closely spaced commercial satellites, to much
greater values for critical antennas in hostile environments (8).

THE ADAPTIVE APERTURE ALTERNATIVES

An adaptive antenna is one whose radiation characteristics are arbitrarily changed in
response to a perturbation outside of the normal operating mode. This class of antenna has
been around in some form or other for nearly two decades (9); however, its usefulness has
been restricted to narrowband telemetry and/or radar applications where interference could
only be eliminated by filtering with spatial characteristics rather than frequency. In its
simplest form, an adaptive array is simply two or more elements whose phase and



amplitude characteristics can produce a far field pattern of arbitrary form as shown in
Figure 1. For most satellite communications and telemetry users this form of adaptive
antenna is of little real value because of the immense size and high gain requirements of
most satellite links. A more useful form is the conventional reflector that uses separate
sidelobe cancelling elements. This form is particularly useful to those whose basic antenna
exists and are looking for means of adapting the antenna to an arbitrary interferer.

Since this paper deals with the large aperture antenna, alternatives for adaptively
controlling radiation patterns were limited to four general categories illustrated in Figure 2.
These are: (A) a separate antenna whose coverage envelopes the general sidelobe structure
of the original, and through an adaptive network provides sidelobe cancellation; (B) rim-
mounted low gain elements that provide a cancelling signal whose source is close to the
original and moves in azimuth or elevation with the original pattern; (C) feed arrays, where
the adaptive and communications activities are completely integrated; and (D) peripheral
cancelling feed elements that surround the original feed yet receive off-axis signals for the
adaptive process. In the latter two configurations, feed clusters can be in the prime focus
or in the cassegrain configurations. The trend over the last four or five years sees the
designer moving away from the separate aperture configuration of the first arrangement
and in successive steps moving toward the fourth configuration (10) (11) which, in the
opinion of the author, is likely to be the most common arrangement in the future. The
reason behind this shift is simplification of the adaptive network design because each
successive step places more of the adaptive responsibility on the aperture and less on
active circuits or processors.

The characteristics of the four aperture arrangements in Figure 2 are as follows:
Configuration A is narrowband because of the wide separation between the apparent
locations of the primary and adaptive antennas. A large network of tapped time delay
circuits can compensate for the resulting dispersion but are expensive. Separate fixed
antennas are suitable for nulling fixed point antennas such as are used in terrestrial
communications, but are generally not suitable for steerable antennas. Configuration B
provides coverage with adaptive elements that are attached to the rim of the antenna; their
coverage follows the beam as the main antenna is moved. This is the most common
technique but the arrangement is narrowband unless corrected by network of multi-tapped
time delay devices. The totally active feed cluster of Configuration C requires a complex
feeding network that distributes the communication signal among the radiating elements.
The distribution network either reduces the sensitivity or increases the number of low
noise amplifiers needed to maintain G/T. Configuration D has been studied most heavily in
the last two years because it can be adapted very simply to existing systems, does not
disturb the communications channel, yet provides wide angle coverage with very few
elements and virtually no multi-tapped time delay networks for wideband compensation.



THE SIDELOBE CANCELLING PROBLEM

There are three principal system operational characteristics that create most adaptive
antenna hardware problems: Bandwidth, modulation form, and number of interferers. If
only one source of interference existed and his bandwidth were infinitesimal, nulling would
be extremely simple. In reality, telemetry and communications antennas are wideband and
wideband systems challenge the large aperture designer with controlling multipath and
differential dispersion, providing adequate coverage, and allowing for grating effects in
selecting the number of degrees of freedom. These factors are defined and described in the
following text:

MULTIPATH AND RELATED SCATTERING

Too often we assume the signal received by an antenna originates from a single source like
an ideal horn on a boresight tower, or a point source on a satellite. In practice, however,
the energy at the focal point of an antenna comes not just from the source to which it is
pointing but is actually the accumulation of all energy collected by the antenna from the
entire enveloping sphere. It is synonymous with the effect of stepping out from a dark
restaurant into a bright day. We are dazzled by the brilliance surrounding us even though
our eyes are not even looking at the sun and may even be looking at a black object. Our
eyes are like antennas that integrate the entire surroundings and produce a net level of
brightness. The level of brightness increases as we turn toward the sun but does not vanish
when we look away. So it is with interferers that probably are not even in the main field of
the antenna but still overwhelm the system with residual scattered energy.

A very large antenna behaves in a similar manner in that microwaves scattered from the
dish edges, the subreflector edges, and support structures create new secondary sources
that must be nulled to achieve the desired performance. All these sources are seen by the
communications horn at the focal point but not always with the same brilliance or power
distribution by arbitrarily placed sidelobe cancelling elements. This illusion of more than
the actual number of jammers is called multipath and is the main problem one must face in
dealing with large aperture antennas.

The principal multipath problem is not multipath caused by the range or building
reflections (although these factors may play a significant role), but instead, multipath
created by the antenna itself. If, for example, the interference were about 30E off the main
beam of a cassegrain antenna, it would primarily enter the feed directly through horn
spillover. However, only 20 dB to 30 dB below this primary entry are at least four other
images that couple into the main horn as shown in Figure 3. Diffraction from the edge of
the dish, diffraction from the edge of the subreflector, and scattering from the subreflector
support structure (not illustrated) all contribute as if they were independent sources.



Clearly, these several paths between the main horn and an edge mounted one have
significantly different propagation times, and consequently, the induced waveforms can be
very complex functions of the original interfering signal. It is for this reason that theoretical
predictions are rarely achieved in practice except for very rare areas of space or for
infinitesimally narrow band (CW) jammers. This is why cancellation of the primary source
using an edge mounted horn or separated reflector alone produces only a relatively shallow
null (15-20 dB).

Multipath creates a dispersive signal that prevents effective nulling. Differential dispersion
is the term which describes the fact that jammer waveforms in several auxiliary and main
antenna elements are significantly different from one another in spite of the fact that they
originated at the same source.

Achievable null depths and/or simplicity of equalizing networks are directly related to
differential phase between the primary circuit and the cancelling network. Figure 4 shows
the peak allowable phase and amplitude imbalance as a function of desired null depth. It is
apparent that 30 dB nulling can only be achieved if the RMS form of the cancelling wave
is identical to the interfering wave to within 0.15 dB in amplitude and 1.5E of phase. If the
desired bandwidth of the system were, say, 10 MHz, then such an RMS phase error would
be approximately obtained by an 0.5 meter differential path length (1.5 nanoseconds). If
cancelling elements were placed on the rim of a 13-Meter Telemetry antenna, differential
time delays up to roughly the diameter of the antenna will occur, and a multitapped time
delay (equalization) network would require 26 weighted taps. This shows the importance
of achieving an aperture with low spatial dispersion.

GRATING EFFECTS

When elements in a sidelobe cancelling array are widely spaced, a grating condition is
formed if two or more elements receive coherent signals. This is synonymous with the
interferometer effect observed for two widely spaced antennas, except spurious or
uncontrolled nulls are the problem rather than spurious lobes. The grating condition only
occurs when more than one interferer is nulled and when both (or all) interferers create
identical phase relationships in two or more widely spaced cancelling elements. It means
that in selecting the number of cancelling elements, the designer will not universally have
as many degrees of freedom as he expects.

Figure 5 shows a typical interference pattern of two widely spaced cancellers. If these
elements are at the rim of the dish the lobe interval is the same as for the main antenna. If
both elements are wide open, the pattern is as shown in the upper curve. As the relative
phases are changed by the weights, the pattern becomes as shown in the middle curve; if
the amplitudes are changed, the pattern is as in the lower curve. In this illustration the



relative amplitudes of J1 and J2 are constant, so effective cancellation cannot occur
independently for both jammers. The more widely spaced the elements, the more
frequently this grating condition occurs. Adding elements does not always resolve this
problem.

Moving the cancelling horns to the antenna focal region eliminates most (but not all) of the
grating effect. Interferometer nulls are very infrequent in the spillover region because of
the proximity of all cancelling elements to the communications horn, and rarely in the
secondary field because diffraction lobes for both main and cancelling patterns are nearly
identical. Thus, the trend toward the aperture antenna with a food cluster leads to a
solution that is optimum for this phenomenon.

COVERAGE

For the separate or rim-mounted auxiliary antennas, the pattern coverage of cancelling
elements must envelope the total pattern of the main antenna if the effect on S/N is to be a
minimum. If the entire hemisphere, except for the main beam, is to be protected a series of
between four and five horns varying in gain from 0 to +40 dB are required for a high gain
telemetry antenna as illustrated in Figure 6. Where one would locate such a cluster is hard
to determine, especially if several sets are needed for additional degrees of freedom.

A feed-mounted element creates the same edge diffraction currents, similar spillover, and
similar scattering as the communications horn in all areas except the main beam (in which
nulling is generally not desired). Although complete coverage requires more than one horn,
more than half of space is covered with each horn. Since the main and cancelling horns are
adjacent, dispersion and grating would be minimized. Experiments at Harris have shown
the optimum cluster configuration has the cancelling elements 1.4 wavelengths (times the
magnification factor) from the main horn.

EXPERIMENTAL CANCELLATION LEVELS

Since large reflector antennas with diffraction from surface edges and scattering from
support structures are so dispersive two assumptions needed to be confirmed:

1. Could a cancelling source placed very near to a cassegrain horn cancel jammers
from any region of the sky, and

2. Is the cancelling waveform similar enough to the interfering waveform to allow
wideband cancellation without multitapped weighting networks.



To answer these questions Harris engineers used a 6.1 meter X-band antenna as a model,
placing a slightly lower gain cancelling horn adjacent to the original feed. The cancelling
signal was passively weighted and injected onto the communication channel through a
3 dB coupler in the same manner in Figure 1. The combination of jammer power, antenna
pattern and null depth were such that at least 93 dB of dynamic range was available from
the beam peak to the noise level. The nulls were established by manually adjusting the
amplitude and phase weights using a sensitive power indicator. Figure 8 shows a null
produced at 70E from axis. Here the pattern was down almost 70 dB from the peak so only
24 dB of dynamic range was available but from all indications one weight produced a very
deep wideband null. At 45E from boresight, the cancelling ability of the single SLC
element continues as shown in Figure 9. At this angle the unadapted pattern is over 60 dB
down from the main beam peak and only 30 dB of dynamic range remained in the system.
Here the nulling is general and quite broad in its characteristics, and a second weight
would have produced wide bandwidths.

Figure 10 shows the affect on the pattern of placing a null at 4E from the axis. Although
only 80 dB of dynamic range is shown, a null depth of over 40 dB was achieved. Note the
form of the adapted lobes relative to the original. There is an almost consistent 8 dB rise
for all close in lobes. This means our particular network nulled only the scattered energy
that caused the null fill-in. A second loop phased to cancel a lobe peak near 4E would also
cancel (or partially cancel) every lobe in its vicinity, and would produce nulls with both
wide bandwidth and wide area of coverage.

An interfering spread was created by modulating the interferer with a saturated 20 KHz
square wave source. The result in the receive antenna is shown in Figure 11. Using only
one cancelling element, all jammers are reduced more than 40 dB from their unadapted
level. Thus, wideband nulling of large aperture antennas is possible with few or no
equalizing networks.

SUMMARY

The current military plans to protect their terminals, and the proliferation of commercial
terminals and satellites, make sidelobe cancelling on large wideband telemetry and
communications antennas inevitable.

The main sidelobe cancelling problems from an aperture design’s viewpoint are multipath,
pattern coverage and grating effects especially in the context of wideband operation under
multiple interferences. Adding sidelobe cancelling elements in a cluster around a new or
existing cassegrain feed system is a very effective means of providing almost coherent
signals to the weighting networks, thereby reducing the complexity of the nulling process. 



Experiments show that such an arrangement produces wideband nulls in diverse regions of
the sphere surrounding an antenna.
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Figure 1 - Simplified Adaptive Antenna

Figure 2 - Means of Cancelling Sidelobes

Figure 3 - Illustration of Multipath

Figure 4 - Dispersion vs. Null Depth

Figure 5 - Effect of Grating



Figure 7 - Feed Elements Required
for Full Coverage

Figure 6 - Separate Elements Needed
for Full Coverage

Figure 8 - Nulling 70EE Figure 9 - Nulling 45EE Figure 10 - Nulling 4EE
Off Axis Off Axis Off Axis

Figure 11 - Measured Satellite Beacon W/Interference


